Your Source of Inspiration is our Open Source

• THAT EUROTECH IS THE FOUNDER OF THE ECLIPSE IOT WORKING GROUP AND ACTIVELY CONTRIBUTING TO SEVERAL OPEN SOURCE PROJECTS?

• THAT EUROTECH IS THE ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTOR OF THE ECLIPSE KURA AND ECLIPSE KAPUA IOT PROJECTS?

• THAT EUROTECH IOT OFFER IS BASED ON OPEN SOLUTIONS TO AVOID BEING STUCK WITH PARTICULAR VENDORS?

• THAT EUROTECH IS THE FOUNDER OF THE ECLIPSE IOT WORKING GROUP AND ACTIVELY CONTRIBUTING TO SEVERAL OPEN SOURCE PROJECTS?

This is Everyware IoT, our open, integrated and managed Edge-to-Cloud architecture:

- IoT Application Integration
- IoT Integration Platform
- IoT Communication Protocols
- IoT Edge Framework
- Multi-service IoT Edge Gateways
- OT / Field Protocols and Interfaces

This is Everyware IoT, our open, integrated and managed Edge-to-Cloud architecture:

Apply at: position@eurotech.com
Browse our openings: eurotech.com

Note: The information in this document is subject to change without notice and should not be construed as a commitment by Eurotech. While reasonable precautions have been taken, Eurotech assumes no responsibility for any errors that may appear in this document. All trademarks or registered trademarks are the properties of their respective companies. © Copyright Eurotech 2019. All rights reserved.

**Imagine** new paths to improve people's lives and break traditional barriers through innovation.

**Build** your expertise and knowledge in an open and global environment.

**Succeed** by proving your opinions and ideas, unveiling your talent.

Eurotech constantly enlists passionate people and professionals to be trailblazers of future innovation.

Who We Are

- **+25 years of experience**
- **5 global R&D hubs**
- **20 Fortune Global 500 customers**
- **+310 employees worldwide**

**A Factory Full of Ideas**

Eurotech combines competitiveness with ethical moral and social responsibility. While pursuing growth and innovation, we promote quality of life, employment standards, diversity and sustainable development.

Eurotech is a multinational company that designs, develops and supplies Edge Computers and Internet of Things (IoT) solutions – complete with services, software and hardware – to system integrators and enterprises.

By focusing on sound leadership, strong teamwork, investing in our employees and encouraging creativity, innovation and ethical relationships, we develop human and social capital in a way that underscores competitiveness, stability and longevity for our group.

Eurotech is people with ideas, passion, and determination. We recognize and encourage the full expression of individual energy and creativity to achieve shared, group-wide success.

**Shaping the Future, Together**

We offer an informal, stimulating work environment to develop your skills, your talents as well as yourself. Your wellness is our success: join us and help us shape the future.

- Engaging and challenging tasks
- Close-knit teamwork
- Opportunities for professional and personal growth
- Constantly evolving environment
- Optimal workplace

All of this in a global, innovative and sustainable company!

Is this the work experience that you are looking for?

Send your CV and cover letter to position@eurotech.com